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KCF Rallysport Short Course
Challenge
Burnett Sprint – 10th August

What’s in this month’s edition?
•

Another great read – we hope!

•

More adventures of “Tiny”
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AUGUST 2019
Welcome to the August edition of Brisport.

August always brings all the excitement of
the “Ekka” and if you haven’t been cold
enough already we are no doubt yet to
experience the westerly winds that come to
test us during the Ekka.
Many BSCC members recently travelled to
Bonalbo for Round 3 of the Queensland
Rally Championship that was organised by
Gold Coast Tweed Motorsport Club. The nights and mornings were quite cold and I saw
-10 degrees C on the outside temperature gauge as we rolled towards Woodenbong.
The day warmed up nicely and the event was a success.
On the subject of successes, BSCC has a new literary sensation with a great reaction from
readers to the excellent articles by Tristan Carrigan on how to rally prepare a Magna
sedan. “Tiny” the Magna Rally Car is a replacement for much used Hyundai Excel
“Lucky” and it looks to be just the thing for some fun and excitement on the forest and
shire roads we enjoy. The overall approach has been instructive to a number of people
I have talked to and it may start some new projects using unlikely vehicles. Can’t wait to
see it in the forests.
Our last Club night again saw Ed Ordynski and Iain Stewart talking about how they
progressed in rallying and Ed gave great tips on driving techniques and car control. Their
experience and enthusiasm drew a good crowd and question time was lively. The night
was a big success. Thanks Margot, Simon for inviting and hosting Ed and Iain.
Peter Flynn will be delivering his new and exciting approach to a KCF Rallysport Short
Course Rally at Benarkin on Saturday 10 August and the Benarkin School P&C are keen
to have the rally teams back. The P&C are offering country hospitality and cooking with
a Pizza night on Friday night and good food all Saturday.
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BSCC’s is promoting the final round of the 2019 P3 Solutions CAMS QRC with the
Inspirations Paint Capalaba Hinterland Rally running out of Imbil on Saturday 14
September 2019. Marius Swart is again sponsoring this rally and it will also be a round of
the East Coast Classic Rally Series.
A Rally Guide with an overview of the event and local accommodation options has been
published on the BSCC website. Supplementary Regulations are due for publication by
early August with entries opening when published.
Cheers
Paul Woodward
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Short Course Challenge Burnett Sprint
HOW WE ARE GOING TO USE A to B TIMING?
We are all familiar with the expression ‘to get from A to B’. We also know that the great
majority of rallies use A to A timing. A to A timing as we all know means you have a time
to be at the start of a stage (point A) and an allocated time to be at the start of the next
stage (the next point A). So in the time allowed to get from A to A, you have to not only
complete the stage, but also do the liaison to the next stage as well.
A to B timing differs from A to A in a couple of key areas, the advantage of A to B timing
is to allow more freedoms for competing teams to have flexible service arrangements. If
you are catching the dust from the car in front of you no problem, talk to them and pass
them in liaison and simply check into the time control before them. There are no set
service times. You service your car as you need to within the time period allowed. It is
up to the team to manage their time and complete the stages as required. Servicing,
changing tyres, refuelling, having lunch or whatever are up to you to fit in as you can.

HEAT 1
We will be keeping both stages open for the duration of HEAT 1, so that we can maximise
the available use of the roads. We are not going to use target times in the traditional
sense. All we are going to concentrate on is issuing you a start and finish time to record
your results for the stage completed. We will run the event as two HEATS. In the first heat,
there will be no regroup before the start. You will be given a start time from TC0. From
there you will go to your allotted stage. We will be running both stages simultaneously.
Once there and you decide to enter the START control you will come under the control
of the event officials. You will be given a start time and you MUST start at that time or
there will be penalties applied as per normal A to A rallies for a failure to start. This is point
A. So once you enter the start control you are expected to start. Once started you will
compete across the stage distance as normal. At the stop control (Point B), you will be
given a time as normal. You have now completed A to B.
We have laid out the time card in a sequence. We would like you to complete the first
two passes in the sequence prescribed. This is to help with spreading the field across the
stages. So once you complete the first stage, move on to your next allocated stage and
so on. If along the way you have a problem or want to make an adjustment to the car
or tyres, then you can drop in on service as you pass to take care of business. Then when
finished head back out to your next allocated stage. Just remember, to qualify for points
in HEAT 1 and to figure in the results you MUST complete two passes over both stages. It
is up to you to manage your time.
Once you have completed your two passes over both stages then you are free to have
an optional third pass over one or both stages. Should you have muffed stage 1 you can
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go directly there and give it another go in the hopes of improving your time. Alternatively,
if you wish you can do both stages again. The best two times only from HEAT 1 count
towards the results.

HEAT 2
Once HEAT 1 is completed, the stages will be closed and you will be given a time to be
back in regroup based on your time out of TC0. So each competitor gets equal time on
the stages. Prior to that you need to have refuelled and serviced. HEAT 2 will proceed
essentially like a normal rally. We will not reseed the field, and will send cars out in seeded
order from Regroup Out. We will still apply A to B timing. So should you have a flat tyre
for instance on the way to the start of HEAT 2 then you can change it, report to the start
control and start out of sequence. Just bear in mind that by then it will be getting late in
the day and we need to keep things moving. Also bear in mind that any following
competitor is perfectly entitled to pass you, check in ahead of you and start ahead of
you and be back sipping a cold beer ahead of you. Once at the start control, you will
come under the control of the officials as before, and be given a start time and be
expected to start as before.
Once started you will complete the stage, passing through the spectator point, where
our adoring crowds will marvel at your skill, on the way to the stop control. At the stop
control, you will be given a time as before. Once complete then return to parc ferme
where you can enter the control early. The event is effectively over while you wait for all
to safely return. While waiting you can have a great meal from the Benarkin P&C and
be ready for the presentation.
DUST GAPS
OK so you are thinking great I will be claiming 3-minute dust gaps all the time. You are
entitled to wait outside control to start. But note the following competitor is perfectly
entitled to move past you and check in ahead of you. They can then get on with business
and have more chances to get the bonus third pass. All control officials will be briefed
to ensure no one blocks other competitors. If you are waiting, you MUST be on the side
of the road so others can pass you. Blocking the road will be considered unsporting
behaviour and will be dealt with.
SPEEDING
First point is DON’T. The liaison from SS1 to SS2 is 400m, so not much point. From SS2 to SS1
you will be straight onto the main bitumen highway. Observe all speed limits. When you
turn onto the gravel EMU CREEK ROAD, it is a broad maintained gravel access road. It is
limited to 60kph. There are spectators, event vehicles, official’s vehicles and the general
public using the road, so DO NOT think you can make up time by speeding. Experience
shows competitors do not tend to speed by being 1-2 kph over, but best I have seen is
110kph in a 40kph Quiet Zone. Competitor’s attention is drawn to Article 31 of the Supp
Regs. Anyone reported as driving dangerously will have an immediate 15 minute penalty
applied to any start time without recourse. So DO NOT SPEED.
Peter Flynn
Clerk of Course
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It brakes my heart
So, this month we moved onto the
cheapest and easiest way to drastically
improve the drivability of any rally car,
BRAKES.
This is a source of constant frustration when
looking at cars at a rally.
Calipers, rotors, pads, blah blah blah.
None of this stuff matters and standard is
fine, so long as your desired wheels fit over
the calipers, and the pads aren't fading.
If they do fade, chase up some better
pads, job done.

Where the magic happens is at the master cylinder end. My pet hate is seeing rally cars
still fitted with a brake booster. If your car still has a vacuum booster, there will be a
delay between applying pressure to the pedal and the brakes actually slowing the
wheels. This is a particular problem when wanting to give a short sharp dab mid corner
to adjust the line of the car. If you don't believe me, drive along (a private safe road of
course,) and kick the brake pedal as hard as you like, just a swift kick then release, like
you're stomping on a snake, and I guarantee nothing will happen. Any passengers will
hear you kick the pedal, but there will be no braking effort at all. Without the booster all
4 wheels would momentarily lock instantly, which can be very useful in several different
(usually emergency) situations in a rally.
Here is a quick remedy for this problem.
Step 1. Remove booster from car and place in bin.
Step 2. Wait.
This waiting period will depend on 2 things. The day you placed the booster in the bin,
and the day on which the garbage truck comes to take your garbage away. After the
truck has been, and you have no choice but to do something about your brake
actuation, move on to step 3.
Step 3. Rejoice!
Your life as a rally driver has just massively improved now that a brake booster is no longer
part of it !
While at this stage, you might as well sort out a balance bar and run a master cylinder
for the front and rear brakes separately, for proper bias adjustment. Proportioning valves
in the rear brake line don't work, as most cars generally don't have any rear bias for gravel
anyway, and all a proportioning valve in the rear line can do is reduce pressure to the
rear, making the problem worse.
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Luckily, the easy way is to contact a company in the UK called OBP (Optimum Balance
Products). They do a "Servo replacement unit", which bolts to the firewall and has a
balance bar operated by a rod from the brake pedal, and a frame that allows 2 master
cylinders to be bolted up on the other end. I have only ever ordered the one that suits
an Evo, (Evo 9, Hyundai Excel, Magna, it's all the same unit).
But they do units to bolt
up to several different cars, as well as universal fitment options.

Servo
Replacement
Unit from OBP
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The other advantage of this style setup is that the actuating rod can be moved up and
down the brake pedal to fine tune the effort required, without worrying about the rod
pushing on the master cylinder at a skewed angle. Just drill some holes up and down
the pedal, and in 30 seconds the clevis can be moved to a different hole to account for
personal taste or different drivers.
This is all good, but if your car still has diagonal plumbing (front left and right rear from
one brake circuit, front right and left rear from the other), then the plumbing needs
changing so that both fronts are operated from one master cylinder and the rears from
the other. On the Magna we were lucky, the 2 outlets from the master cylinder meet at
a proportioning valve on the left side of the engine bay, from which the 4 brake lines to
each wheel exit. This valve (essentially just an alloy block) was replaced by 2 T pieces,
which allowed 1 master cylinder to run the front brakes, and the other to run the rears.
Other cars may require some re-plumbing work to achieve this.

Proportioning valve before re plumbing job

Some notes :
I always use 5/8 master cylinders, and have always been happy with them regardless of
the car or the calipers/rotors it has. But I have the skinniest chicken legs on the Australian
rally scene (Australia in general ?) so others may prefer to go with bigger masters.
When setting up the brake bias via adjustment of the balance bar - I won't get too deep
into this, but I find that most peoples' cars I have driven don't have enough rear brake
bias.
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I find it better to start with all rear bias when testing, and wind it towards the front until
comfortable. This usually results in more rear bias than starting with too much front and
winding towards the rear.
I set up the bias when the car is loaded in a long corner, rather than braking in a straight
line. I aim to have the rear brake away mid corner if the brakes are dabbed, without
any weight transfer to the front being in play at the time of applying the brake. If I was
to set up the bias in a straight line, when the front has a lot of extra weight transferred to
it, then I wouldn't have enough rear brake to tighten the line mid corner with a dab of
the pedal when there is no weight transfer and the rear has more weight than it would
under a straight line braking scenario. But each to their own here, the most important
thing is to have a car you are comfortable and confident with. With your new balance
bar setup it's only a turn of a knob to change.

I
know
most
competitors will be all
over this, but there will
be a lot to take in for
anyone that hasn't
done this sort of thing
before, and I'm happy
to talk anyone through
it : if they contact the
car club for my phone
number.
This is far and away the
biggest bang for buck
mod to be done to a
rally car. I have seen
big $$$ 4wd turbo cars,
with 28 thousand dollar
sequential gearboxes,
still running a brake
booster!! Not only that,
but they have gone to
the trouble of setting up
a standalone vacuum
pump to run the
booster
while
the
antilag is operational.

Servo replacement unit bolted in place on
firewall, showing a short Tilton 76 series cylinder
closest to suspension tower for clearance

For a similar effort the brakes could have been sorted out forever.
This is why it frustrates me. And I know that every person to ever drive a car with the
booster removed has raved about it, so I don't think it's just my own personal preference
at play. The difference is so great, that I won't even entertain the thought of racing a
car with a booster fitted, driving such a car is beyond my capabilities as a driver. But
then again, according to my last outing, as a driver, I make a pretty good farmer 😊
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Till next month ...........

Valve replaced with 2 x T pieces to create separate front and
rear circuits.
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One of the servo replacement units bolted to
brake pedal showing adjusting holes drilled in
pedal.
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Dominic Corkeron
I was sitting around a table recently with some rally folk whose time in the sport ranged
from only a few years to others who have been at it since the 1960’s when talk of
roadbooks came up and how much they have changed. For rally crews consisting of a
driver and a co-driver (or navigator as we used to call them, or navi-guesser when we
were being unkind), the roadbook has been our bible. Having been in cars for some
time and experiencing the evolution first hand, I thought I would go back in time and see
for myself if I could answer that question - Have roadbooks really changed that much?
For now though, as pictures are worth more than words, here is a selection dating back
to 1979 and some comments to go with them. I look forward to your thoughts.
Dom.
1979 Lutwyche Shopping Village Rally
It was the Queensland round of the Australian Rally Championship that year and the
event started from the under-centre carpark of the Lutwyche Shopping Village Shopping
Centre. The results were 1st – Ross Dunkerton / Jeff Beaumont (Datsun Stanza), 2nd – Geoff
Portman / Ross Runnalls (Datsun 710), 3rd – Greg Carr / Fred Gocentas (Ford Escort
RS1800).
There were no maps or itineraries, just the route chart starting from under the shopping
centre in Chalk St and then turning right onto the busy Lutwyche Road which eventually
becomes Gympie Road.
(The bottom of each page is cut off as the book was printed on Foolscap and my
scanner is only A4)
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1985 Gallangowan Forest Rally
Final round of the Queensland Rally Championship that year as it was for many years. By
now we had an event layout (you couldn’t really call it a map but helpful just the same),
an event synopsis and some interesting advice to the crews. Rallying was so civilised we
had an allocated time to eat!!!
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1987 Bailey Powerlines Rally (GP Cars Novice / Clubman Rally Series)
This rally was based in Millmerran. By now we had an actual map of the event but we
still had hand-drawn tulips at this level. There wasn’t a synopsis for the event so I looked
up the distances and put them in the table below. The rally started and finished at the
Millmerran Race Track. Curiously, the event dates are 18 – 19 of July that year. Does that
mean the rally started on the night of the 18th and into the small hours of Sunday the 19th?
Maybe someone who was there can answer that one.
Type
Section
Transport
Competitive
1
2.12
2
19.84
3
46.85
4
21.47
5
Service
6
22.16
7
52.17
8
26.81
9
Service
10
21.22
11
74.67
12
21.73
13
2.11
133.23
177.92
Totals
311.15
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Check the advice to competitors regarding distance to service. It appears the service
was held at the Millmerran Raceway instead of being out on the road which was unusual
back then. Was this the fore-runner to central servicing? Notice how neat the
handwritten instructions were and the quality of the tulip drawing. This rally had passage
controls where you had to stop and collect a card from an official in stage. These were
to ensure the crews followed the route. Other club rallies had what were called Visual
Route Checks (VRC’s). You had to report these to the control officials at the end of the
stage if you wanted your time recorded on your time card. Again they were there to
ensure the crews followed the exact route and didn’t short cut the stages.

These roadbooks had 10 instructions per page but I found others which had 12 instructions
with tulips crammed onto the same page and up to 20km of stage distance spread this
way over only 2 pages.
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2019 SR Automotive Manumbar Rally
So now to the present, the second round of the 2019 Queensland Rally Championship,
and the Itinerary and a page from the road book. Look at what they have evolved into.

So there you have it. You decide. Have Roadbooks really changed that much?
If you have any comments on how you think they may have changed, please click on
the link to the BSCC Facebook page and record your thoughts so we can all join in the
conversation.
https://www.facebook.com/BrisbaneSportingCarClub/

D

?
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“ Visitors to Rally Queensland at the Imbil Showground during the late 1990’s and 2000’s
might have had the privilege of meeting the lovely Betty Melton (see photo). Betty used
to take up residence in the building beside the Hall, and dispense all sorts of information
to those who asked – be it directions to spectator points, the location of service teams
etc. and always dispensed her advice with the wonderful smile so evident in the
photo. Betty was the recipient of a 2019 Bancroft Queensland Day Community
Champions Award, and received a framed certificate hand-signed by Chris Whiting MP,
and Queensland Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk, and was nominated for her extensive
and long-term volunteer work with local community groups in the Deception Bay
region.
Betty is one of the many long-term volunteers who have made BSCC events at Imbil so
memorable
over
many
years.
She
can
be
can
contacted
on
blueheelerbetty@gmail.com if you wish to send your personal congratulations.”
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Date

Venue

Program

Wednesday 14th August

TBC

Cancelled – due to organiser
availability

Wednesday 16th
October

Brisbane Sporting Car
Club - Clubrooms

CAMS Women in Motorsport
Commission presentation ;
Guest presenter – Jessica Dane
Chair of the Commission and
Commercial Operations for Red
Bull Holden Racing Team.
A special night for women in
motorsport (blokes are welcome
too!)
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The P3 Solutions Qld Rally Championship has had 3 different winners in as many rounds
with Clayton Hoy and Alan Stean victorious at the Accent Benchtops Working Dog Rally
Bonalbo. The young talented driver in a Mitsubishi Evo 6, at his first state championship
event and second rally, made heads turn right from start. Organisers quickly realizing his
speed wasn't luck and moved his road position forward from his initial seeding of car 12.
The third round of the P3 Solutions Qld Rally Championship was also combined with the
MTA NSW Rally Championship and the East Coast Classic Series providing a large field of
49 cars of highly competitive teams for the inaugural event. The northern NSW township
of Bonalbo embraced and accommodated the Accent Benchtops Working Dog Rally
with open arms. The 110km of fast roads selected were all high-quality shire roads with
nights stages to add to the thrill.
Putting up a fight with Hoy/Stean was second placed Glen Brinkman and Harvey Smith
(Mitsubishi Evo 9). The pair having a luckless season in Qld so far, revelled in the
competition and the battle began. At the first regroup after three stages Hoy/Stean had
the lead by 16s. In the next loop the teams tied two out of the four stages with the gap
drawing out to 22s. Once the sun had gone down it was time for the final two night
stages. With the advantage of Car 1 on the road Brinkman/Smith pushed hard with two
stage wins, however could only reduce the gap to 11s.
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The rally had many mini battles like the leaders all the way through the field. Finishing
third QRC and with massive grins were the Armidale pair of Garry Yeomans and Kam
Baker (Mitsubishi Evo 6). The Yeomans Rally Team held off young guns Brayden Wilson
and Blake Wilson (Alljap Auto Parts Mitsubishi Evo 9) who placed fourth. The boys also
taking out first in the juniors. With only 3s behind the Wilson brothers it was a tie for fifth.
In their first season of Qld rallying the rallycross driver of Cahal Carey and Ronnie Bustard
(Glendun Group Mitsubishi Evo 9) finished equal with young and experienced Wayne
Morton and Kirra Penny (CQ Field Engineering Toyota Corolla S2000).

For the 2WD championship the winners were Clay Badenoch and Catriona Kelly (Baden
Civel Engineering Toyota Celica RA40), followed by Craig Aggio and Megan Benson
(Steerfast Toyota Corolla KE30) and with Jesse Heitmann and Grant Burisch (Top Cog Diff
& Gearbox Centre Mazda RX7) screaming into third in their rotary.
Winning the Clubman category was Connor Oldham and Jenna Bulmer (Phoenix Homes
Qld Mazda Familia GTX) with second place Dominic Corkeron and Dennis Neagle
(Managed Consulting BMW E30). For the Novice category of the 6 entries John Gibson
and Peter Clydesdale (Mitsubshi Lancer) got to the end and won as all others struggled
to finish.
The Accent Benchtops Working Dog Rally sponsor and competitor Glen Brinkman
wanted the event to focus on rewarding volunteers for the event and supporting the
youth. Significant encouragement prize money was awarded to the younger crews and
every volunteer was gifted bulging goodie bags of substance as a token of their
appreciation. At the presentation the Gold Coast & Tweed Motorsporting Club were
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commended by the mayor, Bonalbo show society, volunteers and competitors for their
impeccable event organisation.
Holding onto his lead of
the P3 Solutions Qld Rally
Drivers Championship is
Brayden Wilson on 61
points,
with
Melinda
Bergmann and Marius
Swart, tied for second on
38 points and still in
contention for the title.
For the P3 Solutions Qld
Rally
Co-Drivers
Championship, leading is
Alan Stean on 63 points,
with second Blake Wilson
on 58 points and Larisa
Biggar on 36 points rounding out third. The P3 Solutions Qld 2WD Championship is a battle
of the classics with Craig Aggio and Megan Benson in the lead on 56 points, Clay
Banednoch and Catriona Kelly second on 41 points and Keith Fackrell and Claire Bucinni
in third on 29 points.
The next and final round of the P3 Solutions Qld Rally Championship will be September
14, The Inspirations Paint Capalaba Hinterland Rally at Imbil.
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As 2019 is NOW HERE the following dates have been submitted and ratified by CAMS,
State Council and Rally Panel.
It would be great to see some new Clerk’s of Course in the mix and the short course
challenge events are the ideal training ground for new people. We’ve got some idea’s
on new venues’s for these events and would love to have someone new/fresh set up to
take on one of the new areas. There are plenty of people to guide you through the
process so put your hand up and have a go!

2019 EVENTS CALENDAR
Month Date

Event Name

Venue

Event Status

Event Type

Rd

Aug

10

BSCC Short Course Challenge

Benarkin

Multi-Club

Rally

2

Sep

14

Hinterland Rally

Imbil

QRC

Rally

4

Oct

26

BSCC Short Course Challenge

TBA

Multi-Club

Rally

3

Nov

9-10

Mulgowie Short Course

Mulgowie

Multi-Club

Off-Road

2
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https://www.facebook.com/BrisbaneSportingCarClub
https://www.facebook.com/SRAutomotiveManumbarRally
www.facebook.com/BenarkinRally
https://www.facebook.com/cmpconsultingglastonburyrally

If you’re on Twitter you can search for us

@Brisporting
https://twitter.com/Brisporting
Find us and follow us for all the latest info and motorsport
tweet, tweets!
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The Business Card Page

Specialising in classic & custom cars,
motorsport & 4X4 from minor repairs to
full rewires.
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board
President ................................ Paul Woodward
Vice President……..Dominic Corkeron
Secretary ............................... Margot Knowles
Treasurer................................ Rod Sams
Immediate Past President ... Peter Flynn
Board Member……..Barry Neuendorff, Rod Sams, Tony Kabel, Paul Woodward,
Margot Knowles, Craig Porter, Russell Hewett, Dominic Corkeron, David Bannister, John Coleman, Iain Robertson,
Tristan Carrigan
CAMS Delegate .................... Paul Woodward
Magazine Editor .................... Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
Officials Liaison Officer………..Iain Robertson
Social Media……………Peter Flynn & Margot Knowles

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Email- Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Magazine: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au
If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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On behalf of the Board of Brisbane Sporting Car Club and Membership Registrar,
Margaret Mackay ; it is with great pleasure that we welcome the following new or returned
Members to our Club.
Welcome to:
Ben & Josh Kerle – Member No:5006
Alan Brodie – Member No: 5007
Nicolas Onley – Member No: 5008
Sarah Pangrazio – Member No: 5009
Geoffrey Schuhmacher – Member No: 5010

Old Members re-joining
Darren Kurzok – Member No: 4064
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Did you know you can advertise in the Magazine?
And it’s as cheap as chips!
Advertising Rates are:
Full Page Colour:

$220.00 per year

Half Page Colour:

$110.00 per year

Quarter Page Colour:

$55.00 per year

Magazine advertising is due for renewal on the 1st January each year.

Club Polo Shirts
Click on the Link to order online

https://bscc.wufoo.com/forms/brisbane-sporting-car-club-shirt-order-form/
Or go to the BSCC website and under Resources you’ll find the order form.
Shirt is $30 ea. plus $4.50 for optional pocket.

